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I. Introduction 

The complexity of modern English orthography is hardly a secret.  For schoolchildren and 

ESL students alike, functional mastery of the written standard requires that they wrestle and 

come to terms with a paradigm whose sound-to-symbol/symbol-to-sound correlations seem to 

change at the slightest provocation, arguably on an outright lexically-conditioned basis. 

 One need not even resort to jargonic or morphologically complex lexemes to find ample 

demonstration of this phenomenon.  The spellings for very common words such as <but> for 

/bʌt/ and <put> for /pʊt/ imply rhyming where there is none and obscure the rhyming which does 

occur between <could> for /kʊd/ and <good> for /gʊd/.  Even the most basic vocabulary exposes 

students to such anomalies, and so their confrontation with the convoluted nature of English 

orthography is almost immediate.  Almost as soon as they learn to recite the alphabet, they are 

faced with words which pay little heed to the sound values suggested by that very recitation. 

 Many of the rules intended to impose order on this system are each so riddled with sub-

conditions, corollaries, and even outright exceptions that one may wonder if the term “rule” is 

really appropriate.  Some general patterns can be identified, such as a silent final <e> marking 

the quality of the preceding vowel (cf. <fat> for /fæt/ versus <fate> for /feɪt/), but there are 

strikingly few rules which are absolutely inviolable.  According to the prominent tendency that 

has just been mentioned, <give> and <have> should evoke /gaɪv/ (or perhaps even /d͡ʒaɪv/) and 

/heɪv/, respectively.  Instead, they encode the words /gɪv/ and /hæv/, which a child or non-native 

learner could plausibly be tempted to spell as simply <giv> and <hav>. 

 Independent literacy researcher Masha Bell, who has amassed a robust corpus of data on 

English orthographic customs, counts 83 rules which supposedly govern standard spelling, but 

she could only find 11 of them which held true without any exceptions.  A few, she states, even 

have more exceptions than adherents.  Her website goes on to declare that, “to become even just 

moderately competent spellers of English, learners have to memorize at least 3700 words with 

some unpredictable spellings.”  This Internet resource also identifies 190 very common words 

which are particularly adept at impeding children’s progress in learning to read. 

 

II. The Rules Always Apply…Except When They Don’t 

 

 It is the capriciousness of the system’s governing bylaws, far more than its deviation 

from a pure one-to-one sound-symbol correspondence, that sets English spelling apart.  Even 

Spanish, a language often praised for its consistent relationship between the written and spoken 

form, has an average phoneme/grapheme ratio of approximately 1.12, which means that even its 

code does not quite attain the alphabetic ideal.  The Spanish system, however, uses a concise and 

logical set of environmentally conditioned rules to allow easy decoding of otherwise ambiguous 

graphemes.  For instance <g> has the value of /x/ before <e> or <i> and /g/ elsewhere.  This is so 

consistently enforced that, when the sequence /ge/ or /gi/ does need to be written, a silent ‘u’ is 

inserted to visually prevent the application of this rule. 

 

 Rule 1: <g> → [x] / _<e>, <i> 
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 Rule 2: <g> → [g] / elsewhere 

 Rule 3: <u> → [Ø] / <g_e>, <g_i> 

 

 llegar   →  *llegé   →  llegué 

 /ʎeˈgaɾ/  /ʎeˈxe/   /ʎeˈge/ 

 arrive-INF      arrive-PRET.1SG 

 

 In this way, Spanish turns words which would otherwise become arbitrary exceptions 

into rule-abiding forms.  When English encounters analogous scenarios, the decision between 

using a circumscriptory device similar to the Spanish silent <u> or merely accepting the form in 

question as an exception to the relevant rule appears to be governed by a metaphorical coin toss.  

For example, a general rule of elementary English phonics states that a stressed <o> has the 

value /ɒ/ before a word-final consonant or medial consonant cluster and /oʊ/ elsewhere.   

 

 <o> → [ɒ] / _C#,  _CC 

 <o> → [oʊ] / elsewhere 

 

If the diphthong /oʊ/ occurs in an environment where <o> would be expected to evoke /ɒ/ 

instead, either a silent final ‘e’ or a digraph is generally used. 

 

 [oʊC#] → <oCe#>, <oaC#> 

 [oʊCC] → <oaCC> 

 

This explains minimal pairs such as <not> for /nɒt/ and <note> for /noʊt/ or <costing> for 

/ˈkɒstɪŋ / and <coasting> for /ˈkoʊstɪŋ/.  It does not explain, however, why /poʊst/ is written 

anomalously as <post> rather than <poast>.  It also creates a situation in which the intuition of a 

literate Anglophone would most likely suggest a pronunciation of the nonce form <noat> which 

is identical to that of the word <note>, and yet only the latter is recognized as valid.  Conversely, 

<cote> could be a plausible spelling of /koʊt/, but only <coat> has any legitimacy. 

 The other four vocalic graphemes in the conventional English alphabet have similar 

patterns of alternation (e.g. /æ/ versus /eɪ/ for <a> or /ɪ/ versus /aɪ/ for <i>) in stressed positions, 

and exceptions of this sort plague them as well, as demonstrated by the aforementioned spellings 

of “give” and “have.”  It’s been suggested that at least some of these apparent anomalies can be 

explained by certain graphotactic constraints, such as the prohibition against ending a word with 

the letter <v>.  Still, a very simple question is then raised about such restrictive conventions.  If 

English phonotactics allow word-final /v/, as clearly demonstrated by the above examples, what 

functional reason is there for graphotactics taking a different stance? 

 The short answer is that there is none, at least not anymore.  Much of the complexity and 

inconsistency in English orthography can be traced back to the fact that those who were 

ultimately responsible for establishing the current standard had other criteria in mind aside from 

phonemic functionality, including traditionalist conservatism, ease of printing, and reverence for 

Greco-Latin etymologies.  The result is that English graphology took progressively fewer cues 

from native English phonology.  In short, the originally close-fitting adaptation of the Roman 

alphabet to the Anglo-Saxon sound system has been severely degraded during the tumultuous 

evolution into Modern English, eroded and eaten away by the whims of historical circumstance 

and the prejudices of its stewards with no significant repairs ever being enacted.  
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 A simple yet clear example of this lies in the loss of the unique monographs <þ> and 

<ð>, originally used to represent [θ] and [ð] (at the time allophones of a single phoneme), in 

favor of the more printer-friendly digraph <th>.  Each component letter thereof (<t> and <h>) 

independently represents its expected IPA value as well.  Simultaneously, English phonotactics 

allow both medial /θ/ or /ð/, as in /ˈwɛlθiː/, and the consecutive sequence /th/, as in /əˈdʌlthʊd/.  

Hence, the <th> in <wealthy> and <adulthood> have starkly different sound values without any 

marker or predictive rule to distinguish them aside from purely lexical criteria.  Furthermore, the 

lack of a mechanism to specify voicing is particularly ironic.  At the time they were used, having 

the two symbols <þ> and <ð> was superfluous, since the two phones they represented were not 

contrastive.  Indeed, Old English texts demonstrate a certain interchangeability between the two 

glyphs.  Modern English, on the other hand, contrasts them phonemically.  In other words, now 

that the two distinct graphemes would in fact be more useful than they were even in their own 

heyday, we have long since abandoned them. 

 This is not by any means the only way in which history has influenced the development 

of contemporary English orthography, as the following overview shall reveal. 

 

III. Historical Background 
 

Anglo-Saxon Britain and the Norse Influence, 426 – 1066 

 

 By 426 C.E., the waning Roman Empire had completed the withdrawal of its troops from 

Britain.  This left the remaining Britons in what would become England vulnerable to attack 

from the Picts, who inhabited what is now Scotland.  Their solution was to invite Anglish, 

Saxon, Jutish, and Frisian warriors from the lowlands of north-central Europe to serve as 

mercenaries.  These Germanic defenders eventually turned on their employers, drove them back 

into modern-day Wales, and established a collection of small kingdoms south of Hadrian’s Wall. 

 The original script which the Anglo-Saxons brought to Britain was a variant of the 

Germanic futhark, a set of runes used by all Germans with only minor variation between tribes.  

However, in 597 C.E., Saint Augustin’s religious mission to Kent re-introduced the Latin 

alphabet to the Anglo-Saxons.  Reinforced by Irish missionaries further north, the new script 

eventually replaced the runic one entirely.  This period also marked the first significant wave of 

Latin and Greek influence, both in lexicon and in orthography.  Many of these imports were 

clerical in nature, including such words as “monk,” “mass,” “altar,” and “verse,” which all 

entered English during this era.  Of particular interest is the word “bishop,” ultimately from 

Greek ἐπίσκοπος (epískopos).  It was mediated through Latin, which would have transliterated it 

as “episcopus” at the time.  The sequence <sc> for /sk/ was then  understandably confused with 

the native digraph <sc>, which was then used for /ʃ/ (cf. <fisc> for “fish” and <scip> for “ship”).  

Hence, the modern form with <sh> probably reflects an intermediary spelling pronunciation.  In 

a rather demonstrative case, the same source lexeme was later re-borrowed directly from Greek 

under a different transliteration protocol to form the more recent term <episcopal>.  This is by no 

means the only case of the same classical root being imported twice at different historical stages 

and with varying directness (cf. “cinema” versus “kinematic”).  

 Old English was already mildly underspecified, with no regularly utilized method of 

marking phonemically contrastive vowel quantity.  Doublings and acutes are attested where 

necessary to distinguish minimal pairs (e.g. <god> for /god/, meaning “god,” and <gód> or 

<good> for /goːd/ meaning “good”), but otherwise, the length of any vowel was usually left 
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unmarked and up to contextual inference.  Furthermore, even by this time, the weakening of 

short unstressed vowels into [ə], especially in word-final position, was already spreading, with 

<e> often being used to represent it in addition to its older values of /e/ and /eː/.   Finally, like 

[θ]/[ð], the voiced and voiceless pairs [f]/[v] and [s]/[z] were not routinely distinguished either.  

However, unlike the long and short vowels, this underspecification of consonants is expected, 

because these pairs had not yet acquired phonemic contrastivity.  The contemporary spelling 

<of> for /ɒv/, for example, is a likely remnant of the formerly allophonic status of [f] and [v]. 

 One anomalous convention to arise in this period is the spelling of the vowel in the words 

“wool,” “wood,” and “wolf.”  Besides <þ> and <ð>, early Anglo-Saxon texts also used one more 

runic-derived grapheme called wynn, which took the form <ƿ> and represented /w/.  Therefore, 

the original spellings of these words were <ƿul>, <ƿudu>, and <ƿulf>.  Usage of wynn soon 

faded in all but the Northumbrian dialect, and scribes were thus compelled to adopt the more 

conservatively Latinate mode of encoding /w/, which was the digraph <uu>.  This created the 

awkward and potentially unclear forms <uuul>, <uuudu>, and <uuulf>, which scribes rectified 

by substituting the <o(o)> which has survived into the present. 

 Beginning in the last quarter of the eighth century and continuing until the tenth century, 

Norse invaders ravaged the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms repeatedly, starting with Wessex in 787.  

Initially little more than raids for loot, the Viking/Danish incursions became progressively more 

sedentary and permanent, intensifying the conflict between them and the Anglo-Saxons.  After 

nearly a century of intermittent yet frequent warfare, King Alfred the Great of Wessex decisively 

defeated the Danes in 878 and established a peaceful border at the Thames River.  By the middle 

of the tenth century, the Norse territory had gradually been restored to English rule.  During the 

interim, however, economic and conjugal interactions between the Danes and the English 

facilitated the importation of at least 900 and possibly up to 1800 Norse words into the English 

language, including fairly common words such as “skin,” “sky,” “window,” and perhaps “sister.”  

Extensive bilingualism accelerated the already present trend in English towards a substantial 

leveling of inflectional morphology, which then would have contributed to the aforementioned 

phonological weakening of the short terminal vowels that characterized certain inflections.  The 

brief Danish dynasty that seized power in 1014 and ruled England until 1042 is likely to have 

reinforced or at least maintained the Viking influence.  Still, despite this significant lexical input, 

the impact of Old Norse on Old English orthography was minimal.  This is primarily due to the 

prevalent custom of re-spelling all these loanwords according to native English pronunciation, a 

practice which would never again be applied with comparable regularity to any subsequent wave 

of lexical importation. 

 

Norman England and Middle English, 1066 – 1500 

 

 There is arguably no single more important event in the internal history of English than 

the Battle of Hastings, whose very appellation of “battle” rather than “fight” is a reminder of its 

impact.  In the years leading up to this watershed moment, King Edward the Confessor promised 

the throne to his reputed close friend Duke William of Normandy.  When Edward died, his baron 

and brother-in-law Harold Godwinson betrayed his own oath of loyalty to William and seized the 

crown for himself.  The Duke’s response was a full-scale invasion, which ultimately ended with 

a sound victory for his Norman troops.  Harold, the last English-speaker to rule England for three 

centuries, perished in the onslaught.  The conquering duke quickly displaced the native nobility 

with his own followers and proceeded to erect a series of imposing castles across the country to 
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enforce his sovereignty.  Written English, which had flourished under the patronage of King 

Alfred the Great and his successors, was all but obliterated in favor of the conquerors’ own 

tongue.  Latin, which retained its importance in the clerical sphere, now stood beside French 

rather than English as an administrative language. 

 Indeed, some of the first French words to enter the Anglo-Saxon lexicon were political, 

legal, and military terms: armée, archier, traison, gaiole, castel, authorité , juge etc.  Most of 

these borrowings were imported with their original written forms intact, which meant that new 

spelling patterns were inevitably introduced and reinforced as the Gallicisms continued their 

nearly constant influx.  It was the Norman scribes who first brought the Latinate combination 

<qu> to England, leading to such forms as <queen> for what had previously been <cƿene>. 

Particularly noteworthy is the digraph <ou>, which arose in Old French for the diphthong /oʊ/.  

By the time of William’s conquest, this sound had shifted to the long monophthong /uː/.  The 

latter was typically represented in Old English by <u>.  However, the medieval lack of formal 

distinction between the vocalic <u> and the consonant <v> rendered this usage ambiguous.  The 

English were therefore particularly inclined to adopt the Norman digraph and use it not only in 

imports such as <doute> but also in more native words such as <house>, which was previously 

written as <hus>.  This, along with several other digraphs and/or diphthongs, such as <ai> as in 

“pain,” originally pronounced /paɪn/, would later become fodder for dramatic sound changes in 

spoken English which were never reflected in spelling. 

 Just a few of the other novel sound-symbol correspondences brought into the language 

from French include <ce> for /s/ in word-final position and, similarly, <ge> for word-final /ʒ/ 

(later /d͡ʒ/).  Such influences are so copious and pervasive that researchers Christopher Upward 

and George Davidson devote 86 pages in their book, The History of English Spelling, to listing 

the myriad of French features incorporated into English spelling during the Anglo-Norman era.  

The vast majority of these orthographic practices arose in Norman French due to dramatic sound 

changes that characterized its evolution from the Latin source, which itself took frequent cues 

from classical Greek.  The fact that French was an intermediary through which many ultimately 

Latin words entered English had important consequences in the Renaissance, when many 

morphemes were borrowed more directly from Greek or Latin whose French derivatives had 

already been imported earlier, creating pairs of cognates in which the spelling (and sometimes 

the pronunciation) of one reflected the French phonology while that of the other reflected the 

original Latin or Greek. 

 Meanwhile, however, the eventual loss of mainland territories to the growing Kingdom of 

France  isolated the Normans from their cultural homelands, and aristocrats were increasingly 

compelled to seek domestic Anglophone wives.  Coupled with the rise of the mercantile middle 

class, facilitated in part by the depopulating effects of the Black Death, this paradigmatic shift 

allowed the English language to gradually percolate back up the socio-economic hierarchy.  

Increasing bilingualism within noble families progressed into a growing preference for English 

In 1362, the rising mother tongue returned to the law courts, and this trend culminated in 1399, 

when King Henry IV gave his coronation speech to Parliament in English as well. 

 However, the English Henry spoke had been radically transformed from that of Alfred.  

Its originally elaborate inflectional morphology had broken down considerably, and its lexicon 

now wielded a huge corpus of French loanwords.  Some Gallicisms are slightly easier to spot 

than others, though all but the more recent imports have since been phonologically Anglicized.  

The nominalizing suffixes <-ance> and <-ence>, the related adjective forms <-ant> and <-ent>,  

the further adjectival suffixes <-able> and <-ible>, and a host of other morphemes such as <-ité> 
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(modern <-ity>), <-tion>, <-sion> are all of French origin, as are virtually all pre-Enlightenment 

lexemes containing them (e.g. “governance,” “possible,” “activité,” and “nation”). 

 Anglo-Norman morphemes such as these are particularly illustrative, because their 

Middle English phonetic realizations had a more distinctly French flavor than their modern 

descendants.  “Governance,” for instance, would have sounded something like [goveɹˈnãns], 

while <nation> would have evoked [natˈsjoːn], though sporadic attestations like <condicyoun> 

for “condition” demonstrate that, at least in some regions, these pronunciations were already in 

flux.  The spellings which have survived to the present are generally more reflective of these 

older renderings.  The vowel reduction incited by shifting stress (such that affixes like <-ance> 

and <-ence> became a homophonous /-əns/), the further palatalization and simplification of the 

medial [tsj] cluster, the metathesis of terminal post-consonant /lə/ to /əl/, and other phonetic 

developments remain largely unrepresented in the present orthography. 

 This is a probable consequence of a larger policy pursued by royal scribes in the first half 

of the 15th century.  Prior to the restoration of spoken English as the language of power and 

prestige, the rarity and poverty of written English meant that no national standard was needed.  

When French and Latin finally yielded, the king was soon confronted with the necessity of such 

an administrative standard.  Bureaucrats of the era debated over whether words should be spelled 

according to contemporary London pronunciation or according to one of the traditional dialectal 

forms.  The conservatists were ultimately victorious, and the new Chancery norms therefore 

preserved and codified primarily historical spellings.  Although this milestone predated most of 

the phonological developments mentioned above, the very act of standardization is likely to have 

lent significant prestige to the orthography thus established, hence setting a precedent which 

would remain resistant to change long after those sound changes had run their course.  

 One of the few phonological developments that did ultimately affect standard spelling 

was a shift in stress.  Anglo-Norman followed the dominant Gallic pattern of stressing the last 

syllable, which the English initially adopted along with the words they borrowed.  Eventually, 

however, their native Germanic stress habits crept into the pronunciation of these non-Germanic 

imports.  Towards the end of the Middle and into the Early Modern period, there emerged the 

practice of doubling a consonant in order to mark a preceding stressed short vowel.  <Bataille> 

became <battayle> and then <battle>, while <bouteille> became <botel> and then <bottle>.  The 

geminates in <carry>, <cherry>, <jolly>, and <gallery> are further instances of this trend which 

can still be seen in contemporary forms.  As with many orthographic changes, however, not all 

words to which this rule could have applied have in fact survived with the appropriate doubling 

intact.  Most exceptions are disyllabic words such as “balance,” which spent a couple of 

centuries being spelled <ballance> before the original Franco-Latin form was spuriously 

restored.  This is another point of illustration, as it demonstrates the absence of any common, 

organized policy regarding orthographic norms, at least one with the fine detail and rigorous 

enforcement which might have otherwise created a more regular code.  Certain trends clearly 

became prominent enough to qualify for potential codification as true rules, but a few words to 

which these quasi-rules would have applied always seem to have simply slipped through the 

proverbial cracks.  This lends some credence to the popular notion that the irregularity of the 

current orthodoxy owes much to the lack of a regulatory academy analogous to that which 

monitors French, Spanish, and Italian.  The Anglophone world’s nearest approximation to the 

founding of such an institution, the publication of the first Oxford English Dictionary in 1928, 

was predated by its continental counterparts by at least 200 years. 
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The Great Vowel Shift 

 

 Despite the inconsistency in the effects of sound changes on standard spelling, there was 

one drastic phonological development which English orthography ignored more consistently than 

probably any other.  From the 15th to the 18th century, a sea change in vocalic realization known 

as the Great Vowel Shift swept through England.  This was a systematic and relatively sudden 

shift upwards in the values of all long monophthongs in the English vowel space, concentrating 

on stressed instances thereof and resulting in the diphthongization of high vowels and a raising 

of the others.  Before the Shift, the English phonetic values of the vocalic graphemes <a>, <e>, 

<i>, <o>, and <u> resembled those used in continental European languages like Spanish or 

Italian.  After the shift, the pattern evident in a modern recitation of the alphabet prevailed. 

 

 <a>: /aː/ → /æː/ → /ɛː/ → /eː/ → /eɪ/ (cf. <make> for /ˈmaːk(ə) / → /meɪk/) 

 <ea>: /ɛː/ → /eː/ → /iː/ (cf. <meat> for /mɛːt/ → /miːt/) 

 <e(e)>: /eː/ → /iː/ (cf. <meet> for /meːt/ → /miːt/) 

 <i>, <ie>, or <y>: /iː/ → /əɪ/ → /aɪ/ (cf. <tide> for /ˈtiːd(ə)/ → /taɪd/) 

 <oa>: /ɔː/ → /oː/ → /oʊ/ (cf. <goat> for /gɔːt/ → /goʊt/) 

 <oo>: /oː/ → /uː/ (cf. <food> for /foːd/ → /fuːd/) 

 <ou> or <ow>: /uː/ → /əʊ/ → /aʊ/ (cf. <house> for /huːs/ → /haʊs/) 

 

 A few important observations can be made with regard to this crucial phonological 

transformation.  First, as seen by the examples “meat” and “meet” above, the Great Vowel Shift 

is the cause for several heterographic homophones and has especially contributed to the 

unusually high number of patterns with which /iː/ is typically represented.  Secondly, there is a 

handful of words which idiosyncratically escaped the GVS, or at least the latter stages of it.  

Compare, for instance, the pronunciations of <steak> and <streak> or <road> and <broad>.  

Now, one possible explanation for the former pair is that <steak> may have arrived at /steːk/ 

from the original /stɛːk/ but remained at that stage longer than most other similarly-pronounced 

lexemes.  This then made its nuclear vowel vulnerable to merging with the /eː/ which had 

evolved from an original /aː/.  Once merged, it could thus have progressed to /eɪ/ along with what 

had once been /aː/. 

 Furthermore, sporadic sound changes which affected certain words after the GVS was 

already completed created ultimate results different than what the regular vowel shifts initially 

produced.  Especially before /ɹ/, for example, the post-GVS diphthong /aʊ/ represented by <ou> 

shortened to /ʊ/ or /ʌ/ in an odd assortment of words, as in <country> for modern /ˈkʌntɹiː/ or 

<courage> for modern /ˈkʌɹɪd͡ʒ/.  Nevertheless, other words like “clout” or “foundry” show no 

sign of such post-Shift mutation.  The digraph <oo> is also subject to superficially unpredictable 

modification, as shown by a comparison of “loot” and “look.”  Once again, no apparent effort 

was made to update the spellings to reflect these later changes. 

 Finally, many loanwords taken from Parisian French and other languages after the Shift 

whose phonetic forms would have met the conditions for shifting had they been imported earlier 

were never made subject to the same shifting rules.  Hence, the post-Norman French borrowing 

<cougar> retained its interpretation as /ˈkuːgə˞/ and did not become /ˈkaʊgə˞/, nor did <cuisine> 

become /kwɪˈzaɪn/ rather than /kwɪˈziːn/.  Such cases may be interpreted as analogous to the 

semantic on readings of some Chinese characters within the Japanese script. 
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Renaissance/Industrial Greco-Latinism in Developing Modern English, 1500 - 1900 

 

 As it did throughout Europe, the Renaissance brought to England a pervasive reverence 

and intensive study of classical literature and languages.  This not only brought in entirely new 

lexemes formed from Greco-Latin morphemes, usually with their original spellings intact, but it 

also led to the re-spelling of already native words in deference to their classical origins, be they 

real or imagined.  The vast majority of words in which <ch> represents <k> and <th> represents 

/t/ are all instances of Greek transliteration conventions at work.  Another cogent demonstration 

of such trends entails the use of <ph> for /f/ in Greek loanwords such as “elephant,” “emphasis,” 

“catastrophe,” “phoenix,” and “blasphemy.”  The last of those examples is a term which already 

existed in English but had previously been written as <blasfemie>, and it was certainly not the 

only instance of a prior borrowing being reshaped according to its origin.  Similar reforms in 

deference to Greek and/or Latin sources include the renditions <physic>, <doubt>, and <debt> 

for what had originally been <fisik>, <doute>, and <dette>.  A few such insertions eventually 

influenced pronunciation, such as the revision of Anglo-Norman <faucon> and <faut> into the 

more Latinate forms <falcon> and <fault>, each with a newly pronounced /l/ where there 

previously was none. 

 Other times, the etymology which supposedly justified superfluous letters was not 

necessarily correct.  The <s> in <island> was inserted to invoke Latin insula, but in fact, “island” 

can be traced back to a Germanic root.  The word “author” came into English via Norman French 

as <autor> (ultimately from the Latin form auctor).  A misguided analogy with Greek-derived 

terms such as <authentic> (which itself had ironically once been rendered as <autentik>) incited 

the insertion of the <h> which survives in the modern form <author>.  Incidentally, this too went 

on to alter the prevailing pronunciation, perhaps catalyzed by the displacement of <þ> and <ð> 

by the digraph <th> which was complete roughly by the 17th century.  This dominant preference 

among writers to use etymological spelling may not have proven so troublesome had it been 

applied consistently, but in reality, nothing more than vague guidelines seem to have existed.  

There are pairs such as the bound root /deɪn/ in <disdain> and the free root which is now 

<deign>.  These are cognates, both deriving from Latin dignere, and yet, the etymological <g> 

was only added to one.  Occasionally, analogy operated in the reverse direction, prompting the 

use of Old English patterns in words of Franco-Latin derivation.  An excellent example is the 

digraph <gh>.  It arose due to the influence of Anglo-Norman scribes who used it primarily to 

represent the Anglo-Saxon fricative /h/ (which often surfaced as [x]), originally written simply as 

<h>.  Hence, the pre-Norman spelling <niht> for /niht/ became <night>.  The loss of codal /h/ in 

late Middle and/or Early Modern English yielded the spoken form /niːt/ (note the compensatory 

lengthening), which was then fed into the Great Vowel Shift to produce the contemporary /naɪt/.  

The silent, vowel-lengthening <gh> from words like “night” was subsequently used to turn the 

Norman loanword <delite> into <delight>. 

 Many of the same Greco-Latin morphemes which influenced the spellings of existing 

words would also be used to comprise entirely new lexemes, especially during the Scientific and 

later Industrial Revolution.  This naturally meant that the original spellings of those respective 

morphemes would also be borrowed intact, regardless of the degree to which their pronunciation 

was Anglicized.  Such classically-based coinages (called “inkhorn terms”) became so prolific 

that a relatively brief academic dispute known as the Inkhorn Controversy erupted over the 

purity of the English language.  The contentious debate probably contributed to the ultimate 

extinction of attested Greco-Latin inventions such as “latrate” (meaning to bark like a dog, 
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presumably from Latin latrāre).  Nevertheless, the flow was only partially deterred, and those 

Enlightenment neologisms that remain in the modern lexicon contribute even more to the 

mixture of classical, Romance, and Germanic graphologies that was already established before 

the inception of what would become modern academia and industry. 

 Mention of academia underlies a critical factor in the formation of the modern standard.  

Throughout most if not all of the formative periods in the history of English orthography, literacy 

was not as widespread as it currently is, and literacy in English often came hand-in-hand with an 

education in Greco-Roman language and literature.  Indeed, the notion of someone being literate 

in his/her native tongue while being completely untrained in the classics would likely have been 

quite foreign to people living in such times.  Hence, academics wrote primarily for the perusal of 

their peers, who shared their familiarity with the likes of Homer and Cicero.  This would have 

instilled a confidence that phonemically opaque spellings would not impede comprehension 

among the target audience, because the visual ties to Greek and Latin roots would provide the 

semantic cues which Anglicized sound alone could not.  Alongside the preeminent conviction 

that the vernacular was intrinsically inferior to the classical languages, the lack of any notable 

motivation to reach the general public may have also contributed to the prioritization of 

etymology over phonemicity in those whose works influenced early lexicographers. 

 

IV. Early Reform Proposals 1500-1960 

 

Post-Chancery Britain 

 

 It did not take long after the establishment of the Chancery standard for writers to 

observe that something was clearly amiss in the newly codified system.  Among the first was Sir 

Thomas Smith, a diplomat and statesman who had studied law in Italy.  In 1568, he published a 

book entitled Dialogus dē Rectā et Emendātā Linguae Anglicae Scriptiōne (Dialogue on the 

Correct and Amended Writing of the English Language), in which he proposed an enhanced 

alphabet of 34 characters (including the previously discarded <þ> and <ð>), introduced diacritics 

such as the circumflex or umlaut to clarify vowels, and argued against digraphs such as <ch> and 

<sh>.  He also advocated a formal distinction between <u> and <v>, a novelty at the time which 

would eventually gain acceptance not only in England but throughout Europe as well.  Other 

features include the reassignment of <c> to /t͡ ʃ/ and the consistently exclusive use of <k>, <s>, 

and <z> for their respective IPA values.  Nevertheless, he remained ambivalent towards the 

combination <qu> (as opposed to <ku>) and the polyphone <x> (as opposed to the sequence 

<ks>). 

 In a similar vein and soon thereafter came John Hart, a state official who insisted that the 

number of letters used to write a language match precisely the number of distinct sounds in that 

language.  He astutely identified four sources of corruption in a writing system: 1) diminution, or 

a shortage of unique graphemes with respect to the phoneme inventory, 2) superfluity, or the use 

of silent surplus letters, 3) usurpation, or the use of a particular grapheme where another is more 

appropriate, and 4) misplacement, or orthographic metathesis with no phonological grounds.  

Like Smith, he also experimented with diacritics, especially dots, though he subsequently limited 

them to vowels and ultimately decided not to mark the voicing of <th>.  Furthermore, Hart went 

on to propose that <j>, <q>, <w>, and <y> all be abandoned, opting to replace <w> and <y>, for 

example, with implicitly non-syllabic <u> and <i>. 

 In 1580, the schoolmaster William Bukolkar claimed that the proposals of Smith and Hart 
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were too radical to have any hope of winning public approval.  For his part, Bukolkar limited his 

own recommendations to the 24 glyphs in the then-conventional alphabet and relied more 

regularly on diacritics.  Another schoolmaster who put in his proverbial two cents on the matter 

was Alexander Gil, who may have influenced Milton’s spelling.  His book, Logomania Anglica, 

was published in 1619.  The second edition used notably fewer special characters, suggesting a 

disposition similar to that of Bukolkar. 

 In the even more conservative camp was Richard Mulcaster, whose aim was to regularize 

existing patterns rather than completely overhaul the contemporary paradigm.  For instance, he 

recommended that <ie> be used reliably for word-final /i:/ as in <dictionarie> or <safetie> and 

<y> only for word-final /aɪ/ as in <cry> or <deny>.  He also advised that <f> and <k> replace 

Greek-derived <ph> and <ch>.  In 1582, Mulcaster published First Part of the Elementarie, 

which contained a table of 8,000 proposed re-spellings devised under such principles.  Later and 

more conservatively still spoke Edmund Coote, another schoolmarm whose 1596 tome, English 

Schoole-Maister, is suspected of having greatly influenced modern orthography throughout its 54 

editions printed up to 1737.  Coote believed it was not in the pervue of educators to promote 

reform and instead contented himself with advising fellow teachers on how best to promulgate 

“right writing.” 

 The first monolingual English dictionary, Robert Cawdrey’s Table Alphabeticall, was 

printed in 1604 and concerned itself almost exclusively with uncommon words like those found 

in trade jargon or arcane poetry.  It would not be until 1755 that a far more comprehensive and 

definitive dictionary would be compiled by the famous lexicographer Samuel Johnson, who took 

it upon himself to answer the call from philosophers like John Dryden for the English language 

to be “ascertained” and legitimized by a reliable and widely respected volume.  Johnson, like 

Cawdrey before him, had no reform aspirations to speak of, and considered his role far more 

descriptive than prescriptive.  The state of English orthography at the time of his work is perhaps 

best revealed by Johnson himself in the following illustrative passage:  

 
 When all the words are selected and arranged, the first part of the work to be considered is the orthography, 

 which was long vague and uncertain; which at last, when its fluctuation ceased, was in many cases settled 

 but by accident, and in which…there is still great uncertainty among the best critics; nor is it easy to state a 

 rule by which we may decide between custom and reason, or between the equiponderant authorities of 

 authors alike eminent for judgment and accuracy. 
 

Johnson supplements this with an equally telling statement of his personal policy for making a 

choice among competing spellings. 

 
 When a question of orthography is dubious, that practice has, in my opinion, a claim to preference, which 

 preserves the greatest number of radical letters, or seems most to comply with the general custom of our 

 language.  But the chief rule which I propose to follow is, to make no innovation, without a reason 

 sufficient to balance the inconvenience of change; and such reasons I do not expect often to find.  All 

 change is of itself an evil, which ought not to be hazarded but for evident advantage;… 
 

In these two paragraphs, there conceivably lies a succinct summary of the prevalent attitude 

which would thenceforth lock English orthography firmly in its already time-worn and largely 

incoherent state.  The Chancery standard had set the stage, and now Johnson would both direct 

and perform the climax.  It is likely no accident that any subsequent reforms to standard English 

spelling have either been completely unsuccessful or extremely modest in their scope. 
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The American Way 

 

 The first notable reform proposal since the publication of Johnson’s landmark dictionary 

arose across the Atlantic Ocean, and from a mind no lesser than that of the original American 

Renaissance man himself: Benjamin Franklin.  An avid proponent of orthographic reform, 

Franklin wrote A Scheme for a New Alphabet and a Reformed Mode of Spelling in 1768, which 

was later published in the 1779 anthology Political, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical Pieces.  

Franklin’s alphabet omitted the letters <c>, <j>, <q>, <w>, <x>, and <y>.  To compensate, he 

invented six entirely new graphemes and regularized doubling as a marker of long vowels.  The 

system otherwise enjoyed a direct one-to-one correspondence between sound and symbol. 

 

Figure 1. Franklin’s Alphabet 

 
 

 Franklin mysteriously lost interest in promoting his scheme shortly after commissioning a 

foundry to manufacture a reformed typeset to be used in printing.  This was not before it had 

sparked the interest of the American lexicographer Noah Webster, however.  At the time, 

Webster was already known for his 1783 American Spelling Book, and he would subsequently 

publish two influential dictionaries, A Compendious Dictionary of the English Language in 1806 

and the much larger American Dictionary of the English Language in 1828.  Initially as 

conservative as Samuel Johnson and pessimistic about the prospects of popularizing reform, 

Webster soon came to concur with Franklin on the practicality and necessity of orthographic 

simplification.  By 1789, he was advocating several revisions to the emerging national standard, 

including the removal of silent surplus letters such as the <a> in “bread” or the <u> in “built,” 

the substitution of spurious digraphs with more sensible alternatives (e.g. <laf> for “laugh” and 

<tuf> for “tough”), and the use of diacritics to clarify ambiguous symbols (e.g. a stroke through 

the <th> digraph to mark it as voiced). 

 Webster argued that such revisions would render spelling “sufficiently correct and 

regular.”  He also appealed to popular patriotism, reminding those who would listen that his 

proposal would serve to distinguish American writing from the British.  Nevertheless, Webster’s 

proposed reforms were met with so little favor that, starting in 1806, he substantially moderated 

his stance and relegated himself to repressing “corrupted” spellings (i.e. those that did not pay 

adequate homage to the source word).   In short, he regrettably reverted to the same morpho-

etymological focus that seems to have established itself as a hallmark of English orthography.  

Still, a precious few of his reforms were eventually adopted in 1864 and have since come to 

characterize American English.  These include dropping the <u> from morphemes such as 

<honor> and <color> and inverting the <re> in forms like <centre> and <theatre> to yield 

<center> and <theater>.  Also among those few successes is the removal of certain consonant 

doublings, as in the American spellings of “traveler” and “wagon” (cf. British <traveller> and 
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<waggon>).  A few particularly noteworthy changes, such as removing the <k> from words like 

<musick> and <magick>, eventually made their way back across the Atlantic Ocean, creating the 

ubiquitous modern forms <music> and <magic>.  In a broader sense, however, Webster was 

ultimately curtailed, perhaps in part due to the superior popularity of his own earlier and thereby 

more conservative spelling primers.  

 

20th-Century Schemes  

 

 In 1906, the entrepreneur Andrew Carnegie funded the foundation of the Simplified 

Spelling Board in the U.S., whose members included Mark Twain as well as several Ivy League 

laureates. Within a month, the SSB had issued a list of 300 alternative spellings and began 

collecting petition signatures to endorse them.  Approximately half of the proposed re-spellings 

were already well established if not uniformly standardized within the U.S. The Board was 

ultimately met with very little success, save for the publication of a Handbook of Simplified 

Spelling in 1919 after Carnegie’s death, which deprived the organization of its main funding 

source.  Meanwhile, President Theodore Roosevelt also supported the cause and ordered the 

Government Printing Office to utilize a similar list of simplified spellings.  The House of 

Representatives quickly overrode him, and the order was rescinded. 

 The Old-World analog to the SSB, the Simplified Spelling Society, was founded in the 

United Kingdom in 1908, and it also enjoyed the support of many eminent literary and political 

figures.  Nevertheless, the SSS failed twice (in 1923 and 1933) to convince the national Board of 

Education to form a committee which would consider spelling reform.  The Society came closer 

to success with the proposed Parliamentary bills of Dr. Mont Follick.  The first was put forth in 

1947 and defeated by a vote of 87 to 84.  The second was considered in 1953 and defeated by a 

vote of 65 to 53.  The latter decision did incorporate a compromise in which the government 

committed itself to research into the possibility of reform.  This led to the development of an 

Initial Teaching Alphabet for educational use, but its sphere of usage never left the classroom.  

The paradigm originally proposed by the Society as an all-purpose replacement for traditional 

orthography took its inspiration from Anglic, a scheme developed in 1930 by the Swedish 

scholar R. E. Zachrisson.  The current derivative version, Nu Spelling, now enjoys a dedicated 

website (like many more recent proposals) and is still occasionally mentioned in 21st-century 

debates among aspiring reformers. 

 Back in the U.S., the Chicago Tribune briefly endorsed a set of simplified renderings 

such as <agast>, <iland>, and <lether>, but the movement did not last past the middle of the 20th 

century.  Similarly, dictionaries published by Funk and Wagnall included some orthographic 

innovations up to the 1940s, when they too were abandoned.  Perhaps the most notable reform 

movement of this period, however, can be attributed to the British author George Bernard Shaw.  

The man behind such great works as Pygmalion was possibly the first reformer to advocate a 

complete departure from the Roman script.  Even Franklin’s alphabet, arguably the only other 

proposal to approach Shaw’s in its radicality, consisted mostly of already familiar graphemes.  In 

any case, the famous playwright’s last testament bequeathed much of his estate to a contest for a 

non-Roman alphabet with at least 42 graphemes.  The winner was Kingsley Read, whose script 

was used in a published transliteration of Androcles and the Lion as directed in the will.  This 

script is now called “Shavian,” and it is noteworthy not only due to its complete lack of relation 

to any previously known system but also to the use of glyph rotation to mark voicing. 
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 Figure 2. Shavian Alphabet 

  
 

V.   Sample Reform Proposal from Recent Times: Restored Latinate Spelling 
 

 In relatively recent times (roughly from 1960 onwards), many different alternative 

orthographies have been proposed.  Saundspel, a Yahoo newsgroup dedicated to the issue of 

reform, is comprised of numerous members who have designed schemes of their own.  Much of 

the discussion in Saundspel revolves around the particular merits of these schemes as well as the 

criteria by which they should be evaluated.  The priorities evidenced by these diverse proposals 

vary greatly.  Some put greater emphasis on making only those changes deemed by the schemer 

to be absolutely necessary so as to facilitate easier persuasion of the general Anglophone public.  

A key strategy in this camp is maintaining a compact selection of high-frequency “sight words,” 

such as determiners and prepositions, which would retain their traditional spellings so that a 

certain considerable percentage of any re-spelled text will still seem comfortably familiar to 

already-literate Anglophones.  Meanwhile, other aspiring reformers place more emphasis on 

acquisition by children and non-natives, some even arguing for an absolute one-to-one sound-to-

symbol correspondence.  Within this camp, the issue of whether to use digraphs or diacritics to 

augment the conventional alphabet often plays a greater role in the debate, since the demands for 

phonemic precision are usually higher.  Another varying parameter is the choice between a more 

continental or more insular vowel system.  Some attempt to retain the distinctly English values 

/eɪ/, /iː/, /aɪ/, /oʊ/, and /juː/ for the letters <a>, <e>, <i>, <o>, and <u>, while others advocate a 

more Romance-like configuration (e.g. /ɑː/, /eɪ/, /iː/, /oʊ/, and /uː/).  Finally, compatibility with 

contemporary typographical hardware (i.e. computer keyboards, etc.) is also a consideration that 

gets a fair share of attention.  Typability on current keyboards is especially important in QicRyt, 

a scheme noted for also placing rather ostentatious focus on brevity, to the point that a number of 

underspecified consonants are tolerated (<s> for both /s/ and /z/, <z> for both /ʃ/ and /ʒ/, <t> for 

both /t/ and /θ/, and <d> for both /d/ and /ð/) and certain very common words appear almost 

abjadic in their spellings (e.g. <wt> for “what” or <nt> for “not”). 
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 As an active Saundspel member, I have spent much time sharing ideas and discussing 

different perspectives with my fellow reform advocates.  My debates with the designer of QicRyt 

are particularly frequent and passionate, due to the wide gulf between our respective points of 

view.  My own opinions on the matter have manifested themselves in a proposed orthography for 

English that I have designed myself, which I will now describe as a sort of illustrative case study. 

 

Base Phonology 

 

 As its name suggests, Restored Latinate Spelling (RLS) is essentially a re-Romanization 

of broadcast English.  That is to say, it attempts to emulate the result of applying the Latin 

alphabet to modern English with an approach roughly akin to that employed by the medieval 

missionaries who first applied it to Old English, though certain influences of contemporary 

linguistic science are also present.  One of the natural consequences of this is that the Great 

Vowel Shift is finally given its orthographic due, thus restoring vowel correspondences modeled, 

to the extent that English phonology will permit, on a more typically Roman paradigm such as 

that found in Spanish or Italian.  The primary advantage of this is that the pronunciation thereof 

becomes much more intuitive for speakers of most other Latin-script languages who are learning 

English.  Similarly, enterprising Anglophones who study such languages will also find that less 

readjustment is needed on their parts. 

 One of the first issues to be addressed in the design process was a question posed by 

many opponents of alternative orthography.  Whose accent should the new standard code reflect?  

I quickly realized that this could be resolved by hybridizing the national standards of the two 

most influential Anglophone countries in the world: the United States and the United Kingdom.  

The result is an artificial accent which deviates sufficiently little from every major natural 

dialect, especially General American (GA) from the U.S. and Received Pronunciation (RP) from 

the U.K., as to be the most easily and widely understood.  It would be politically neutral and 

provide a common model for hundreds of millions of non-native learners to follow without 

having to arbitrarily choose at the onset of their studies between American and British forms.  

The hybridization is achieved by combining a predominantly British vowel roster with American 

rhotacism, yielding the following phoneme inventory.  
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            Figure 3. Proposed International Standard Vowel Phonemes 

unrounded rounded Front Central Back 

Closed iː 
    

 uː 

Near Closed   ɪ 
    

ʊ 

Closed-Mid 
      

Mid 
  

ə 
  

Open-Mid  ɛ 
 

ɜː 
 

ʌ ɔː 

Near Open  æ 
     

Open 
    

ɑː ɒ 

 

   Figure 4. Proposed International Standard Diphthongs 

unrounded rounded Front Central Back 

Closed             

Near Closed ɪə               ʊə 

Closed-Mid eɪ               oʊ 

Mid           

Open-Mid ɛə               ɔɪ 

Near Open             

Open aɪ aʊ         

 
        Figure 5. Proposed International Standard Consonant Phonemes 

voiceless voiced Bilabial 
Labio-

dental 

Inter-

dental 
Alveolar 

Post-

alveolar 
Palatal Velar Glottal 

Stop p b         t d         k g ʔ1   

Fricative     f v θ ð s z ʃ ʒ         h   

Affricate         t͡ ʃ d͡ʒ       

Liquid               ɹ                 

Lateral Liquid               l                 

Glide   w                   j         

Nasal   m           n           ŋ     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 The glottal stop is included only to provide a dose of dialectal flexibility. 
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Figure 6. Proposed International Standard Rhotics 

unrounded rounded Front Central Back 

Closed             

Near Closed                 

Closed-Mid 
 

               

Mid     ə˞      

Open-Mid     ɜ˞           ɔ˞ 

Near Open             

Open 
  

     ɑ˞   

 

 

 The only notable disadvantage of this solution is that any spelling based on this hybrid 

dialect would not quite attain absolute phonemicity from the perspective of any existing dialect.  

Americans would have to learn to distinguish /ɒ/ and /ɑː/ orthographically despite the merger of 

the two into a single /ɑ/ in GA, while British citizens would have to continue writing <r> even 

where no /ɹ/ is pronounced in RP. Still, regionally specific discrepancies such as these would 

undoubtedly be far fewer than the multitude of universal discrepancies which characterize 

traditional orthography.  Furthermore, such minor detractions are virtually inevitable in one 

region or another no matter which dialect a reformer chooses as a basis.  An Americocentric 

proposal would present more such quirks for British students, while a Britanocentric proposal 

would present more such quirks for American students.  In short, no single orthographic 

paradigm will be able to please everyone perfectly.  By postulating an approximately equal 

compromise between the two most prominent contenders, however, we stand a good chance of 

minimizing these challenges across the broadest proportion of the Anglophone world. 

 

Design Principles 

 

 My approach to designing RLS was to treat the orthography like a piece of computer 

software.  Since its inception, RLS has been tested, revised, and re-tested several times.  If in my 

experiments I stumbled across a word that the system could not handle sufficiently well, the rules 

and parameters were promptly tweaked.  Even if I was not actively looking for such a bug at the 

time, as when I offer commentary in Saundspel and then transcribe it into RLS for exemplary 

purposes, any glitch I found by accident would also trigger a return to the drawing board.  I also 

paid close attention to the feedback RLS earned from other Saundspel members, taking note of 

especially those questions and concerns which arose with particular frequency.  Finally, when I 

believed I had taken the process as far as I could without involving any third parties, I put my 

scheme through a beta-test in which I spent a few weeks trying to teach it to a small group of 

volunteers.  At the end of this experiment, the participants were asked to transcribe two 

paragraphs, one from RLS into traditional orthography (TO) and the other in the reverse 

direction.  The results were then examined to determine any patterns in the volunteers’ errors, 

and that analysis, along with the most oft-repeated critiques or queries from Saundspel, was used 

to inform a new round of substantial revisions to RLS’ rules.  The latest version is no more than 
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a month old as of the writing of this paper. 

 Throughout this endeavor, it became increasingly apparent that designing a coherent and 

fully functional alternative orthography for English with a reasonable chance of winning public 

approbation would be a delicate balancing act between several often conflicting factors.  The 

drive towards phonemic clarity and precision often seemed to play tug-of-war with the need to 

maintain some semblance of familiarity so that the cause is not doomed by public repulsion.   For 

instance, the alphabet inevitably needs to be augmented if it is to unambiguously represent each 

and every phoneme in English, but which method of augmentation would ultimately be best is 

anything but clear.  Digraphs prevent the need for unconventional characters and/or diacritics, 

but they are also prone to potential confusion with sequences of independent monographs, as in 

the example of the <th> in <wealthy> versus <adulthood> discussed in section II above.  This 

problem may be corrected using a circumscriptory device, such as doubling one or the other 

component letter to indicate phonetic independence, but such a move adds another layer of 

complexity to the overall system.  On the other hand, diacritics or unconventional characters 

avoid such ambiguities but are likely to be unpopular among the general public, both for 

aesthetic and typographical reasons. 

 Indeed, opinions also vary as to how much the design of a reformed orthography should 

favor already-literate natives as opposed to children and non-native speakers.  Over the course of 

my own experimentation, I have arrived at the opinion that current TO-adepts should only be 

considered insofar as they are the only people with the power to effect change and therefore the 

ones whom it is most important to persuade.  Winning their approval will be no easy feat in any 

case, because I fear they also have the least to gain personally from reform.  In a Saundspel 

correspondence, I explain why. 

 
 If we are to undertake the long and arduous task of orthographic reform, we should take the opportunity to 

 do so with a system which is at least evenly balanced if not geared a tad more towards acquisition than 

 practiced usage.  Any code, however alphabetic in its underlying construction, will ultimately come to 

 function as an effective logography in the minds of well-read literates.  The holistic visual form of a word, 

 regardless of the smaller units comprising it, eventually becomes a shortcut to recognition.  Nevertheless, 

 reaching this advanced stage will be greatly facilitated and catalyzed through the use of a system that builds 

 words from sequentially arranged symbols with predictable sound values.  This is why I prefer to give 

 those who are still acquiring English literacy mild or even moderate priority over those who have already 

 acquired it…While still developing holistic word-shape recognition, the young reader/writer raised with  

 something like RLS would always have the more readily-acquired rules of individual sound-symbol 

 correspondences on which to fall back, hence rendering him/her a bit slow at times but never as helpless as 

 a comparable student of traditional spelling.  With functional literacy no longer so contingent upon mastery 

 of the logographic stage, most people would then spend a smaller proportion of their lives marred in 

 illiteracy. 

 

 To summarize, a person educated in TO and a person educated in reformed spelling 

would ultimately develop the habit of parsing texts and recognizing words in an underlyingly 

similar if not identical way, but it is the speed at which that sophisticated stage is reached that 

would be markedly different.  If this theory is true, then most if not all of the benefits offered by 

a more coherent spelling system would be indirect from the perspective of those who are already 

comfortable with the current paradigm.  Arguably the most salient of them would be merely the 

knowledge that their children and grandchildren will stand a better chance of attaining functional 

literacy and will do so earlier in life.  This carries with it a possible corollary that the confidence 

instilled by this accelerated acquisition may reduce the disenchantment so many youth appear to 

suffer with respect to scholastic pursuits.  The likelihood of that is less certain, but it is certainly 
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enticing and at least somewhat plausible.  Another significant though still ethereal comfort to 

skeptics might be the fact that a more regular orthography could enhance foreign appeal and 

thereby enable English to retain its current status as a global lingua franca for longer than it 

otherwise might.  Still, whether we appeal to affectionate hopes for loved ones or linguistic 

patriotism, the core challenge of persuading the Anglophone world to enact reform may not be so 

much convincing its already-educated citizens of how it will benefit them directly as much as it 

is convincing them of the value and self-satisfaction to be gained from embracing reform for the 

greater good of our society as a whole.  Hence, the very point of designing a reformed 

orthography which caters too heavily to the more direct needs and/or wants of TO-adepts is 

questionable.  Therefore, though I did not by any means ignore the concerns of contemporary 

literates in designing RLS, my greater priorities lay firmly with those who have yet to become 

literate.  From this conclusion, the following set of guidelines emerged. 

 

 1.   Any unique sequence of graphemes should have only one possible pronunciation. 

  a.   A potentially ambiguous grapheme sequence may not be tolerated even if all  

  but one of its possible pronunciations are nonce forms.  As long as that form is  

                        phonotactically permissible, it still counts regardless of semantic content. 

  b.   Semantic context may play a part in determining a word’s meaning, but only  

  phonological and/or graphological environment should play any part in  

  determining its pronunciation. 

 2.   Any unique sequence of phonemes should have only one possible written form. 

   a.   The orthography must be productive enough to easily accommodate new  

  words or proper names as long as they do not violate phonotactics. 

  b.   Semantic context may play a part in determining a word’s meaning, but only  

  its pronunciation should play any part in how it is written. 

  

 3.   Digraphs are to be avoided at virtually all costs to prevent confusion with sequences 

 of independent monographs. 

 

 4.   The variety and frequency of diacritics and/or unconventional characters should be  

 minimized to the extent allowed by guidelines 1-3. 

  

 5.   Typability on conventional computer keyboards should be facilitated to the extent  

 allowed by guidelines 1-3. 

 

 6.   Any unconventional characters should be drawn from territory as familiar as possible  

 (i.e. fellow Indo-European languages to which English speakers are frequently exposed)  

    and used as intuitively as possible under the constraints of guidelines 1-5. 

 

 7.   Explicit marking of predictable phonological alternations (assimilation, etc.) should  

 generally be avoided, provided that the rules governing those alternations can be easily  

 understood by someone without linguistic training. 

 

Vowels 

 

 RLS assigns two phonemic values to each of the five conventional vocalic letters, 
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referred to by the terms “checked” and “free.”  The immediate graphological environment in 

which the vowel occurs reliably determines which one is applied in any given word. 

 

 1.   A vowel is given its checked realization if it is immediately followed by a consonant. 

  

 2.   A vowel is given its free realization if it is at the end of a word or immediately  

 followed by another vowel. 

 

 3.   A grave accent is used to check a vowel which would otherwise be free. 

 

 4.   An acute accent is used to free a vowel which would otherwise be checked. 

 

In linguistic notation,… 

 

<V> → [+checked] / _C, _̀ 

<V> → [+free] / _V, _#, _́ 

 

 Ten of the 12 pure monophthongs in English are accounted for in this way.  The 

remaining two are /æ/ and /ə/, which are respectively assigned to the restored Old English 

grapheme <æ> and the Scandinavian borrowing <ø>.  The following chart shows the IPA 

value(s) of each vowel, below which is a sample word spelled first in RLS and then in TO. 
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     Figure 7. Vowels in RLS  

Vowel Checked Free 

a 

/ʌ/ /ɑː/ 

pamp spa 

pump spa 

e 

/ɛ/ /ɜː/ 

fec fe 

fetch fur (RP) 

i 

/ɪ/ /iː/ 

kin ki 

kin key 

o 

/ɒ/ /ɔː/ 

sob so 

sob (RP) saw (RP) 

u 

/ʊ/ /uː/ 

çuk çu 

shook shoe/shoo 

æ 

/æ/ 

mæp 

map 

ø 

/ə/ 

hevøn 

heaven 

 

 

Examining the vocalic grapheme <i> as an example in greater detail, we can see the checked/free 

alternation at work. 
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  Figure 8. Checked versus Free Vowel <i> in Different Environments 

RLS IPA TO 
CONDITION 

MET 
VOWEL STATUS 

bi /biː/ be/bee _# Free 

biiñ /biːɪŋ/ being _V Free 

big /bɪg/ big _C Checked 

bígøl /biːgəl/ beagle _́ Free 

bigfut /bɪgfʊt/ bigfoot _C Checked 

bikør /bɪkə˞/ bicker _C Checked 

bik /bɪk/ *bick _C Checked 

bík /biːk/ beak _́ Free 

 

 Testing on a sample paragraph shows that the checked/free vowel system requires far 

fewer diacritics than a pure one-to-one correspondence facilitated by using a single diacritic to 

invariably mark one vowel pronunciation or the other.  Moreover, the rules governing it can be 

stated with reasonable simplicity.  The acute and grave accents were specifically chosen for their 

respective roles because Dr. Steve Bett, the founder of Saundspel, often cites an informal poll in 

which participants affirmed that those are the type of diacritics to which they would be least 

adverse. 

 

Diphthongs 

 

 RLS assigns two written forms to each of the five principal diphthongs in English, one to 

be used before a consonant or at the end of a word and the other to be used only before another 

vowel.  This prevents awkward and potentially ambiguous tri-vocalic grapheme sequences such 

as <aii>.  Three further diphthongs can only occur either word-finally or before <r> or <l> and 

are therefore always written the same way. 
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     Figure 9. Diphthongs 

Diphthong _C or _# 

Example 

_V 

Example _C, _# _V 

ai ay 

/aɪ/ /aɪ/ 

flait flayiñ 

flight flying 

au aw 

/aʊ/ /aʊ/ 

laud ølawiñ 

loud allowing 

ei ey 

/eɪ/ /eɪ/ 

plein pleyiñ 

plain/plane playing 

oi oy 

/ɔɪ/ /ɔɪ/ 

join joyøs 

join joyous 

ou ow 

/oʊ/ /oʊ/ 

groun growiñ 

groan/grown growing 

eø 

/ɛə/ 

çeø 

share (Br.Rec.) 

iø 

/ɪə/ 

çiø 

shear/sheer (Br.Rec.) 

uø 

/ʊə/ 

tuø 

tour (Br.Rec.) 

 

 In the rare event that a diphthong needs to be split and read as independent letters, this 

can be marked with a dieresis over the first pertinent letter, as in <pöiñ> for “pawing” (/pɔːɪŋ/). 

 

Consonants 
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 The only consonant with more than one possible value is <n>, which predictably changes 

from alveolar /n/ to velar /ŋ/ whenever followed by <k> or <g>.  The regularity of this change 

renders marking it redundant.  
 

          Figure 10. Consonants in RLS 

Letter Sound(s) Letter Sound(s) Letter Sound(s) 

b 

/b/ 

k 

/k/ 

s 

/s/ 

bi kæt seiv 

be cat save 

c 

/t͡ ʃ/ 

l 

/l/ 

t 

/t/ 

ciør lav taim 

cheer love time 

ç 

/ʃ/ 

m 

/m/ 

þ 

/θ/ 

çíld mól þænk 

shield mall/maul thank 

d 

/d/ 

n 

/n/ /ŋ/ 

v 

/v/ 

dog nou tænk vérj 

dog no/know tank verge 

ð 

/ð/ 

ñ 

/ŋ/ 

w 

/w/ 

ðæn siñ waiz 

than sing wise 

f 

/f/ 

p 

/p/ 

x 

/ʒ/ 

fan pæc mexør 

fun patch measure 

g 

/g/ 

q 

/ʔ/ 

y 

/j/ 

gam aqou yes 

gum uh-oh yes 

h 

/h/ 

r 

/ɹ/ 

z 

/z/ 
hot rait zu 
hot right/rite/write zoo 

 

 In positions where /ŋ/ is contrastive and not derived from underlying /n/, the Spanish 

import <ñ> is used (cf. <sin> for “sin” and <siñ> for “sing”).  This choice was made due to the 

fact that many and perhaps even most English speakers are likely to have at least some mild 

exposure to Spanish, so despite its foreign origin, this particular loan should be somewhat 

familiar.  Furthermore, the close phonetic relationship between its RLS value, its original 

Spanish value of /ɲ/, and the value of unmarked <n> make it a rather intuitive option as well.  

Very similar reasoning lies behind the use of the letter <ç> for /ʃ/, a voiceless fricative whose 

homorganic affricate counterpart is conveniently represented by unmarked <c> and whose 

original French value of /s/ happens also to share its voicing and manner of articulation. 

 The assignments of <c>, <q>, and <x> are mainly pragmatic choices.  The two values 

most traditionally associated with <c> (/k/ as in “cat” and /s/ as in “cent”) are easily accounted 

for by the dedicated letters <k> and <s>.  Similarly, the conventional sound of <q> can just as 
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plausibly be spelled with <k(w)>, and the polyphone <x> can be substituted with the sequence 

<ks> or <gz>.  These three redundant graphemes were thus set aside until all other conventional 

consonant graphemes were assigned to their respective phonemes.  Then, seven phonemes were 

left: /ʃ/, /ʒ/, /t͡ ʃ/, /θ/, /ð/, /ŋ/, and /ʔ/.  The letters banked from the first round of assignments were 

promptly distributed among these remaining phonemes, with <c> for /t͡ ʃ/ being a particularly 

intuitive designation due to its role as a component of the digraph that traditionally represents 

that same sound.  In this way, three sounds were accounted for with conventional symbols which 

would have otherwise obliged us to resort to non-traditional glyphs.  Consequently, instead of 

having to borrow seven foreign consonant graphemes, we need only borrow four, two of which 

(<þ> and <ð>) are actually restorations rather than imports. 

 

Rhotic Combinations 

 

 Four vowels are subject to rhotacization if immediately followed by an /ɹ/ within the 

same syllable.  The vowels <a> and <o> are considered to be rhotacizable primarily because the 

pronunciations one would ordinarily expect from sequences like those in <start> and <fort> (/ʌɹ/ 

and /ɒɹ/) seem to be phonotactically prohibited, and so eliminating those otherwise possible 

forms with acute accents would probably be redundant. 
 

                   Figure 11. Rhotics 

Combination _C or _# 

Example 
_V Example 

_C, _# _V 

ar arr 

/ɑ˞/ /ɑ˞/ 

start starri 

start (GA) starry (GA) 

ér érr 

/ɜ˞/ /ɜ˞/ 

férst férri 

first (GA) furry (GA) 

or orr 

/ɔ˞/ /ɔ˞/ 

fort forrøm 

fort (GA) forum (GA) 

ør ørr 

/ə˞/ /ə˞/ 

ofør oførriñ 

offer (GA) offering (GA) 

 

 As shown above, the <r> in any of these combinations must be doubled if followed 

immediately by another vowel.  In many cases, this device may seem superfluous.  However, 

rhotacization can only occur if the affected vowel is in the same syllable as the /ɹ/.  Whenever 

followed by another vowel, a single ‘r’ is susceptible to being read as an onset instead of a coda.  

The fact that this is sometimes an accurate interpretation (e.g.<ørest> for “arrest,” pronounced 

/əˈɹɛst/ and not /ə˞ˈɛst/) means that the syllabic placement of an intervocalic /ɹ/, and therefore the 
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rhoticity status of the preceding vowel or diphthong, is not reliably predictable.  Both rhotacized 

and non-rhotacized forms can occur in pre-vocalic environments, as in the words “arise” and 

“cauterize” (/əˈɹaɪz/ and /ˈkɔːtə˞(ɹ)aɪz/, which RLS would render as <øraiz> and <kótørraiz>).  

The centering diphthongs, with their schwa off-glides, are also subject to this rule, as in RLS 

<keørd> versus <keørriñ> (/kɛə˞d/ versus /ˈkɛə˞(ɹ)ɪŋ/ for “cared” and “caring,” respectively). 

 

Typing in RLS 

 

 While RLS clearly uses a few graphemes beyond the conventional alphabet, those 

additional letters along with the diacritics were chosen partially due to their availability on the 

U.S.-International keyboard layout.  This keyboard configuration comes pre-installed on most 

Windows PCs and can be activated within minutes via the Control Panel.  Once it is enabled, 

every non-conventional character used in RLS can be accessed primarily via the right-hand Alt 

key (e.g. Alt+D = <ð>) without any change of hardware or paid software. 

 

 

Sample Text in RLS 

 

 Below is a brief text in TO which has been transcribed into RLS, followed by an IPA 

rendition to show the intended phonemic values of each word.  A few observations are worth 

being made.  Perhaps most importantly, as shown by the spelling of the past-tense inflection in 

the form <læft> for “laughed” below, RLS is a very shallow orthography, explicitly representing 

contrastive allomorphs of any morpheme.  Moreover, all homophones automatically become 

homographs.  The only morphograms usually allowed are Arabic numerals, currency symbols, 

and mathematical signs. 

 Some may argue that maintaining consistent morphemic spellings across various 

inflected and/or derived forms is one of the virtues of TO.  To this I give two responses.  First, 

even in TO, this policy is not consistent.  For instance, we may routinely preserve the <t> in 

deriving <creation> from <create>, but just as regularly, we change the <d> to <ss> in deriving 

<concession> from <concede>.  Secondly, in my experience as an avid student of several foreign 

languages, I personally find multiple spellings for the same morpheme easier to master than 

multiple pronunciations for the same grapheme. 
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Once upon a time, the 

beautiful daughter of a great 

magician wanted more pearls 

to put among her treasure.  

“Look through the center of 

the moon when it is blue,” 

said her royal mother in 

answer to her question.  “You 

might find your heart’s 

desire.”  The fair princess 

laughed because she doubted 

these words.  Instead, she used 

her imagination, went into the 

photography business, and 

took a picture of the moon in 

color.  “I perceive most 

certainly that it is almost 

wholy white,” she thought.  

She also found that she could 

make enough money in eight 

months to buy herself to 

lovely, huge new jewels, too. 

Wans øpon ø taim, ðø byútiføl 

dótør ov ø greit møjiçøn 

wontid mor pérlz tu put ømañ 

hér trexør.  “Luk þru ðø sentør 

ov ðø mún wen it iz blu,” sed 

hér royøl maðør in ænsør tu 

hér kwescøn.  “Yu mait faind 

yor hart’s dizayør.”  Ðø feør 

prinses læft bikoz çi dautid ðíz 

wérdz.  Insted, çi yúzd hér 

imæjineiçøn, went intu ðø 

føtogrøfi biznis, ænd tuk ø 

pikcør ov ðø mún in kalør.  

“Ai pørsív moust sértønli ðæt 

it iz ólmoust houli wait,” çi 

þót.  Çi ólsou faund ðæt çi kud 

meik inaf mani in eit manþs tu 

bai hérself tu lavli, hyúj nyu 

jüølz, tu. 

/wʌns əˈpɒn ə taɪm ðə 

ˈbjuːtɪfəl ˈdɔːtə˞ ɒv ə gɹeɪt 

məˈd͡ʒɪʃən ˈwɒntɪd mɔ˞ pɜ˞lz 

tuː pʊt əˈmʌŋ hɜ˞ ˈtɹɛʒə˞ lʊk 

θɹuː ðə ˈsɛntə˞ ɒv ðə muːn wɛn 

ɪt ɪz bluː sɛd hɜ˞ ɹɔɪəl ˈmʌðə˞ 

ɪn ˈænsə˞ tuː hɜ˞ ˈkwɛst͡ ʃən juː 

maɪt faɪnd jɔ˞ hɑ˞ts dɪˈzaɪə˞ ðə 

fɛə˞ ˈpɹɪnsɛs læft bɪˈkɒz ʃiː 

ˈdaʊtɪd ðiːz wɜ˞dz ɪnˈstɛd ʃiː 

juːzd hɜ˞ ɪˌmæd͡ʒɪˈneɪʃən wɛnt 

ˈɪntuː ðə fəˈtɒgɹəfiː ˈbɪznɪs 

ænd tʊk ə ˈpɪkt͡ ʃə˞ ɒv ðə muːn 

ɪn ˈkʌlə˞ aɪ pə˞ˈsiːv moʊst 

ˈsɜ˞tənliː ðæt ɪt ɪz ˈɔːlmoʊst 

ˈhoʊliː waɪt ʃiː θɔːt ʃiː ˈɔːlsoʊ 

faʊnd ðæt ʃiː kʊd meɪk ɪˈnʌf 

ˈmʌniː ɪn eɪt mʌnθs tuː bai 

hɜ˞ˈsɛlf tuː ˈlʌvliː hjuːd͡ʒ njuː 

d͡ʒuːəlz tuː/ 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 
 

 Masha Bell observes in her book, Understanding English Spelling, that foreigners are 

frequently perplexed at the unusual amount of time and effort that native English speakers often 

expend on mastering their own orthography.  While employed as a secondary school teacher, 

Ms. Bell came to realize that her own spelling was at least as good if not better than that of her 

native-born British colleagues, who sometimes relied on her, a naturalized Lithuanian immigrant, 

for proofreading.  When she recounted this to her colleagues in Germany and France, they were 

dumbfounded.  For her part, Bell spent much of her prior youth questioning her own intellect due 

to her orthographic uncertainties, which she easily blamed on her non-nativity.  Her subsequent 

workplace experiences, however, clearly disproved that explanation.  Still, English had been her 

most recent linguistic acquisition, so as an additional experiment, she undertook to learn French.  

To her surprise, she found French orthography challenging but still far less daunting than that of 

English.  Her further research demonstrated beyond any doubts that native English speakers 

often had just as much difficulty with spelling as non-natives, and sometimes even more. 

 I doubt anybody who wanted to be taken seriously would claim that our orthography is 

simple, but few realize the true depth of its notorious incoherence.  Fewer still have any more 

than the vaguest understanding of how it became the creature it is today.  Ironically, much of the 

current nature of the beast stems from the same attribute that many hail as a unique virtue of 

English: its apparent propensity for importing and integrating vocabulary from an unusually high 
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diversity of sources.  While the language’s habit of importation is undeniable, the subsequent 

integration is far less regular, at least from an orthographic perspective.  Where English mainly 

failed is in systematically naturalizing the written forms of all those borrowings so that they 

conformed to a cohesive Anglo-Saxon whole.  The United States, for example, has traditionally 

been called a “melting pot.”  Nowadays, this metaphor is often deemed outdated and politically 

incorrect, because it implies glorification of the fact that the various ingredients were stripped of 

their distinctive qualities in order to blend seamlessly into the precious molten ore being smelted.  

A popular alternative in contemporary parlance is the “salad bowl,” rejoicing in the maintenance 

of separate identities which nevertheless cooperate in collectively forming a tasty and nutritious 

whole.  A cultural salad bowl is undoubtedly commendable and almost certain to enrich its host 

society.  A linguistic salad bowl, or at least an orthographic one, may not ultimately function 

quite as well.  Perhaps in the realm of spelling, the melting pot is the better model. 

 Many people balk at the notion of spelling reform, arguing against the “dumbing-down” 

of a long-hallowed orthodoxy that is somehow beyond reproach.  They suggest that its visible 

connections to the language’s past are vital and that there is logic to it that reform advocates 

simply have not dug deep enough to find.  Well, the likes of Masha Bell, Christopher Upward, 

and even myself have dug very deep indeed, and at least insofar as any writing system ought to 

be internally coherent, English orthography has been found wanting.  My own goal in writing 

this has been to inspire a re-examination of the seemingly prevalent assumption that our current 

spelling paradigm is a refined tradition which is worthy of unconditional reverence.  I have 

difficulty finding anything noble in a web of frequently conflicting conventions that arose in 

such an ad hoc manner as we have seen here without hardly any consistent aim or organizing 

principles.  In language, as in culture, knowing one’s history certainly has its rewards, but do 

they outweigh the cost?  Have we sacrificed untold future benefits so that we may continue 

paying homage to a hodge-podge of largely undirected historical accidents?  In providing what I 

hope to be a comprehensive account of how standard English spelling arrived at its current state 

and offering one example of what it could be if we decided that some significant readjustment 

was indeed necessary, I have only endeavored to incite and/or facilitate a more objective look at 

an often passion-inducing phenomenon.  For further exploration, I highly recommend visiting 

Saundspel at httpː//groups.yahoo.com/group/saundspel. 
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